
13.  Jude calls the apostates “filthy dreamers” meaning that apostates
see what?

14.  Apostates comes up with their own definition of what?

15.  The reason why what they believe is a falsehood is because they
reject what?

16.  According to verse 8 the apostate rejects what?

17.  What does an apostate sit in judgement upon?

18.  The phrase in verse 8, “speak evil” is the Greek word from which
we get what English word?

19.  Apostates reject God’s truth and, by their actions and by their
words, they blaspheme what?

20.  The angel, Michael showed restraint even in his relation with
who?

21.  Apostates have no reverence for any what?

22.  Is there any biblical precedent set for the type of praying where a
person mixes talking with God and talking with the devil?

23.  Is there any biblical precedent for going after the devil?

24.  What were Michael and Satan fighting over and how did Michael
reply to Satan in the argument?

25.  Verse 8 tells us that apostates and false teachers are:
a.  Physically they are ________________.
b.  Intellectually they are __________________.
c.  Spiritually they are ____________________.

26.  According to verse 10, apostates criticize things they don’t even
what?
27.  False teachers always think they are superior in knowledge to
those who believe the Bible literally, but Jude says they really only
possess what?

28.  Who’s a picture of the arrogance and false religion of apostates?

29.  Who is a picture of their greediness and deceitfulness?

30.  Who is a picture of their open defiance and rebellion against
God?

31.  What three words show the progression of the apostate?

32.  The apostates are the antithesis of what verse?

33.  Cain is a picture of those who reject God’s plan of redemption
and make up their own religion of what?

34.  Balaam was more interested in what as opposed to integrity,
truth, and righteousness?

35.  Korah rebelled against what?

36.  Korah is a picture of those who think that sinful man doesn’t
need a what?

37.  There is one God and one mediator between God and men.
Who is that one mediator?

38.  The picture Jude is painting with the phrase, “hidden rocks” is
of a sailing ship being destroyed by what?

39.  The phrase, “they are clouds without water” means that they are
what?



40.  What is at least one example of “clouds without water”?

41.  The phrase, “carried along by the winds” has the idea of what?
42.  The description at the end of verse 12 about late autumn trees
without fruit, etc., means that apostates are void of what?

43.  The fact that apostates are like “wandering stars” means that they
are what?

44.  Apostates and false teachers think they have escaped judgement
because of what reason?

45.  What two words are used to describe the character of apostates in
verse 16?

46.  According to verse 16, apostates are slaves of what?

47.  Verse 16 also says that apostates are what (in relation to talk)?

48.  Jude 16 tells us that apostates flatter for what?

49.  Have you embraced the truth or are you like an apostate?

48.  Do you know Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and Savior?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently apply the

divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians 2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-

9; James 1:22-27).  As you meditate on this message, ask yourself these

questions:

¼How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?

¼How can I accomplish this change?

¼What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

 (A Cassette Tape of This Sermon is Available.  Order Forms are located in the foyer
of the church in the middle entrance)

THE CHARACTER OF APOSTATES
Jude 8-16

  
  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon
“The Character of Apostates”  All of the questions are answered
as the sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to
spiritual growth in your life.

1.  The subject of the book of Jude is what?

2.  What is an apostate?

3.  Who is a classic example of an apostate?

4.  Was Jude the same person as Judas Iscariot?

5.  Jude was the brother of James and the half-brother of who?

6.  What kind of a god or jesus does an apostate create?

7.  What is idolatry?

8.  Jude says that apostates are marked out for what?

9.  According to Jude 7 apostates will suffer the vengeance of what?

10.  Hell was created for who?

11.  Apostates and false teachers choose the judgement of God by
rejecting what?



12.  What three examples of judgement in history are seen in verses 5-
7?

a.  God judged the ________________who didn’t believe.
b.  God judged the ________________who rebelled.
c.  God judged the people of __________ & ___________.
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